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Overview

• Why I started using prewriting exercises
What is a prewriting exercise?• What is a prewriting exercise?
▫ In theory
▫ In practiceIn practice

• What are prewriting exercises good for?
• Questions & discussionQuestions & discussion



The prewriting exercise is a tool with many 
potential functionspotential functions.

http://flickr.com/photos/shirleytwofeathers/2068713495/



Theoretical framework

• The historical precedent: progymnasmata
The term “prewriting”• The term prewriting

• Prewriting as part of the writing process
• Prewriting as a hybrid exercise• Prewriting as a hybrid exercise
• Other connections?



Practical information

• What does a prewriting exercise look like?
Sample assignments• Sample assignments
▫ Lower-division
▫ Upper-divisionUpper division

• Sample student responses



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in a lower-division courseexercise in a lower-division course

Assignment: Make an argument about which characteristics of g g
knighthood Chrétien de Troyes portrays as most significant in The 
Story of the Grail. 

1. Brainstorm a list of all of the characteristics of knighthood 
represented in The Story of the Grail.  List as many as possible, 
even if some seem silly or unusual.

2. Choose the one characteristic from your list that seems to be the 
most significant and convincing.  Mark it with a check and then 
find and copy a quote that you can analyze to support that 
interpretation.



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in a lower-division courseexercise in a lower-division course

3. Write a close reading of the quote you have chosen that analyzes g q y y
why specific words/images are significant and how they support 
your argument.  (You may find it useful to circle or highlight the 
words/images that strike you as most significant and then write a 
f b h )few sentences about each.)

4. Repeat steps 2-3 with a second characteristic from your list (or a 
second example of the same characteristic that shows it in a 
different light).



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in a lower-division courseexercise in a lower-division course

5. What connections do you see between the two characteristics or y
examples you have chosen?  What overall argument can you 
imagine that would cover both of these characteristics/examples 
as well as any additional ones you would like to discuss in your 
essay?

6. Imagine that someone wanted to argue against your 
interpretation of the significant characteristics of knighthood.  
What would be their strongest argument against your 
interpretation?  How would you respond to that argument in 

d  t   th t  i t t ti  i  t ?order to prove that your interpretation is stronger?



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in a lower-division courseexercise in a lower-division course

Hints on how to use this exercise: Your answer to #5 provides a rough p g
draft of your argument; a revised version of this argument should 
appear in the first paragraph of your essay.  Each time you 
perform steps 2-3, you should have the material for a rough draft 

f b d h i ill d iof one body paragraph in your essay.  You will need to revise, 
expand, and clarify this material to make sure it is well-organized 
and effective in the final draft.



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in an upper-division courseexercise in an upper-division course

Assignment: make an argument about gender or genre in Assignment: make an argument about gender or genre in 
Chaucer.

• Give the titles of the text(s) about which you will be 
writing.  

• State the argument that you plan to make in your paper State the argument that you plan to make in your paper 
(1-3 sentences).  Your argument should present a specific 
and original point about the texts that could be argued 

i t   against.  



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in an upper-division courseexercise in an upper-division course

• Copy four of the passages that you plan to analyze in • Copy four of the passages that you plan to analyze in 
order to prove your argument.  If your paper considers 
two texts, you will want to find two pairs of quotes that 

d t  h th  ( ith  t  f  h t t i  respond to each other (with one quote from each text in 
each pair).  Each paragraph of your final draft should be 
built around your close reading of one passage or two 
related passages; here, you are essentially planning 
several paragraphs of your final draft.



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in an upper-division courseexercise in an upper-division course

• For each passage  write a brief analysis   Each analysis • For each passage, write a brief analysis.  Each analysis 
should have two parts:

1. Choose one word or phrase that seems particularly 
i  f   i i  d b i fl  l i  important for your interpretation and briefly explain 
why that word/phrase is significant and what it suggests
(at least 2-3 sentences per passage).( 3 p p g )

2.Briefly explain how the passage supports and develops 
your argument (at least 2-3 sentences per passage).  Be 
very  very specificvery, very specific.



Sample instructions from prewriting 
exercise in an upper-division courseexercise in an upper-division course

• Using the Middle English Dictionary  look up at least one• Using the Middle English Dictionary, look up at least one
of the words that you chose in the previous step.  Print or 
copy the definitions for this word and note whether 
Ch   th  fi t t   itChaucer was the first to use it.

• Write a few sentences exploring why your interpretation 
is significant.  How does this argument change how we g g g
read the text as a whole?  How does it change our view of 
gender or genre in Chaucer?



The prewriting exercise helps students formulate 
ideas without “setting” them in draft form.

http://flickr.com/photos/cibergaita/97220057/



The warning labelg

NOTE: You are not restricted to using the material from NOTE: You are not restricted to using the material from 
your prewriting exercise in your draft of the paper; you 
may change, delete, or add material as you see fit.  











What are prewriting exercise good 
for?for?

Flexible intervention in the writing process• Flexible intervention in the writing process
• Benefits for students
• Benefits for instructors• Benefits for instructors



Prewriting exercises can help students…

• Get started thinking and writing early
Generate ideas and identify their arguments• Generate ideas and identify their arguments

• Rely on their own ideas
• Add nuance to their interpretations/positions• Add nuance to their interpretations/positions
• Anticipate and counter other interpretations of 

the evidencethe evidence
• Incorporate different elements or resources



Prewriting exercises can help instructors…

Get stronger and more thoughtful papers• Get stronger and more thoughtful papers
• Clarify expectations and priorities for an 

assignmentassignment
• Give useful feedback efficiently



Questions? Comments? Other examples?


